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XX.

Sociology of Menstruation [PAPER SESSION]
- Invisible Emergencies: Menstrual Support in Natural Disasters -- Darcy Sullivan, University of Kansas; Joane Nagel, University of Kansas
- Navigating Fault Lines and Floods: Women's Menstrual Health and Hygiene in Nepal -- Jennifer Rothchild, University of Minnesota
- TBD
- TBD

XX.

Connecting the Dots: Papal Bulls, Colonialism, Imperialism, and Climate Crisis [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Mathew Kanjirathinkal, Divine Word College
- Impact of Colonialism on Class Structure and Identity in Brazil -- Evandro Camara, Emporia State University
- Climate Change, Imperialism, and Species Being -- Charles Thorpe, University of California, San Diego
- Papal Bulls, White Supremacy, and United States Imperialism -- Mathew Kanjirathinkal, Divine Word College

XX.

Critical Theory and Contemporary Politics [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: George Lundskow, Grand Valley State University
- The Rise and Fall of Right Populism -- Lauren Langman, Loyola University Chicago
- Dirt, Disease, and Death: The Social-Psychological Significance of Donald Trumps’ Rhetoric -- Charles Thorpe, University of California, San Diego
- Crisis of Capitalism and the Environmental Wall -- Bob Antonio, University of Kansas
- Critical Reflections on America's Green New Deal: Capital, Labor, and the Dynamics of Contemporary Social Change -- Alex Stoner, Northern Michigan University
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XX.

Critical Theory and Culture [PAPER SESSION]
Presiders: George Lundskow, Grand Valley State University; Lauren Langman, Loyola University Chicago

- *Incel, Guns, and Fear in United States Social Character and Culture* -- George Lundskow, Grand Valley State University
- *Postmodern Religious Authority: From Fr. Zosima to Fr. "Z"* -- Sarah MacMillen, Duquesne University
- *Alienation, Authenticity and Abnormality on Social Media* -- Jeremiah Morelock, Boston College

XX.

Current Perspectives in Critical Theory [PAPER SESSION]
Presiders: Lauren Langman, Loyola University Chicago; George Lundskow, Grand Valley State University

- *Corporate Social Responsibility: A Pseudo Progressive Response to Neoliberalism and Populism* -- Alessandro Bonanno, Sam Houston State University
- *Critique in the Face of Apocalypse: Beyond the Mainstreaming of Critical Theory* -- Harry Dahms, University of Tennessee Knoxville
- *Victim-Blaming Authoritarianism and Narcissistic Entitlement* -- David Smith, University of Kansas
- *Critical Theory, Economic Theology, and Nordic Capitalism* -- Dan Krier, Iowa State University

XX.

Symbolic Interaction As Pedagogical Tool: Theory, Politics, and Praxis [PAPER SESSION]
Presiders: Brittany Elyse Presson, University of Missouri Columbia; Jennifer Stephens, University of Nevada Las Vegas

Discussants: Elyse Presson, University of Missouri Columbia, Jennifer Stephens, University of Nevada Las Vegas, Christopher Conner, The University of Missouri

- *Pragmatism, Praxis, and Pedagogy* -- Lukas Szrot, Bemidji State University
- *Jesus Loves the Raiders: Teaching Religion in Introduction to Sociology* -- Marisa Gonzales, Washburn University
- *Applying a Sociological Imagination towards Understanding the College Classroom* -- Aimée Zoeller, Indiana University Columbus
- *Roleplaying as Pedagogy* -- Brittany Elyse Presson, University of Missouri Columbia; Christopher Conner, The University of Missouri
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XX.

The Role of Religion in the Era of Contested Immigration [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Cezara Crisan, Purdue University Northwest

- Eastern European Orthodox Immigrants: The Emancipatory Role of Religion in the Era of Contested Immigration -- Cezara Crisan, Purdue University Northwest
- The Multifaceted Role of Religion in the Contested Terrain of Immigration in the United States -- Alessandro Bonanno, Sam Houston State University
- The Immigration Backlash and Conservative Protestants: A Cultural Account -- Peter Kivisto, Augustana College
- The Symbolic Power of Religion: Internal Inclusion and Exclusion amongst Arab Muslims in the United States -- Mohammed Alhourani, University of Sharjah, U.A.E.
- The Organizational Ecologies of Immigrant Congregations in the United States -- Paul Numrich, Methodist Theological School in Ohio

XX.

Sustainable Sociology and Climate Change: A focus on Africa and the African Diaspora. [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Musa Ilu, University of Central Missouri

- Defining the Problem in Africa: Wither Sustainable Sociology on the Continent? -- Tola Pearce, University of Missouri Columbia
- Climate Change, Terrorism and Communal Violence in West Africa. -- Pita Agbese, University of Northern Iowan
- The Politics of Climate Change, Governance, and State Capacity in Africa -- Musa Ilu, University of Central Missouri
- Reshaping Social Enterprise: The African Diaspora’s Push for Sustainable Energy in Africa -- Henry Wambuii, University of Central Missouri

XX.

Forgotten Founders and Other Neglected Social Theorists [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Nicholas Baxter, Indiana University Kokomo

- The Rise of the Religious Sentiment and the Circulation of Elites: An Application of Pareto’s Theory to Turkey -- Nihan Uzun, University of Missouri Columbia
- Pyotr Kropotkin and the Forgotten Key of Cooperation -- Diane Rodgers, Northern Illinois University
- Harriet Martineau: Inquiry and Activism on the Ground -- Hannah McElduff, University of Missouri Columbia
- The Forgotten and Neglected Theory of Ida B. Wells -- Morgan Self, University of Missouri Columbia
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XX.

Understanding the Politics of the Carceral State and State Violence [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Robert Leonard, University of Tennessee Knoxville
- From the "Iron Cage" to a Life "Encased": Situating Weber in Theories of the Carceral -- Robert Leonard, University of Tennessee Knoxville
- Making "Addicts" Legible: Harm Reduction and Carcerality at a Southern Appalachian Needle-Exchange -- Kyra Martinez, University of Tennessee Knoxville
- What is Truth if Not a Weapon? On Ideological Warfare and State Violence -- Alma Hartley, University of Tennessee Knoxville

XX.

Sexual Assault and Dating Violence among Sexual Minority and Heterosexual College Students [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Kimberly Tyler, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
- Outcomes of Sexual Assault among Sexual Minority and Heterosexual College Men and Women -- Kimberly Tyler, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Colleen Ray, University of Nebraska-Lincoln; Shannon Barrientos, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
- Risk Factors for Sexual Assault of Heterosexual and Sexual Minority College Women -- Lora McGraw, University of Nebraska-Lincoln
- Protective Factors Against Dating Violence Perpetration and Victimization -- Meagan Kunitzer, University of Nebraska-Lincoln

XX.

Creating Engaged Learners [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: William Dowell, Heartland Community College
- Sociology through Storytelling -- Megan Miller, Nebraska Indian Community College
- Academic Service Learning Experiences -- Lyndie Christensen-Nader, Southeast Community College; Bridget Christensen, Southeast Community College; Nicole Trevena-Flores, Southeast Community College
- Using Therapeutic Recreation Programs for Service Learning Experiences -- William Dowell, Heartland Community College
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XX.

Disparities in Health Care: Opportunities and Obstacles [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Jennifer Andersen, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- **Racial Disparities in Diabetes Management Outcomes: Evidence from a Remote Patient Monitoring Program for Type 2 Diabetic Patients** -- Jennifer Andersen, University of Nebraska Lincoln; Dylan Scoggins, University of Nebraska Medical Center; Tze Yu Michaud, University of Nebraska Medical Center; Ming Wen, University of Utah; Neng Wan, University of Utah; Dejun Su, University of Nebraska Medical Center
- **Disparities in Spatial Access to Emergency General Surgery Services in California** -- Neng Wan, University of Utah; Marta McCrum, University of Utah; Steve Lizotte, University of Utah; Ming Wen, University of Utah; Dejun Su, University of Nebraska Medical Center
- **An Exploration of Doctor-Patient Communication with Infertility** -- Savannah Shelby-Amrhein, Texas Tech University
- **Gender Differences in Barriers to Seeking Treatment for Kaposi’s Sarcoma** -- Memory Manda, University of Nebraska Lincoln

XX.

(Re)Defining Holistic Care: Issues in Complementary and Alternative Medicine [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Josey VanOrsdale, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- **Over-Use of Medicine in the United States, A Socio-Historical Analysis** -- Joachim Kibirige, Missouri Western State University
- **A Re-Branding Fail: The Use of "Complementary and Alternative Medicine" According to Google Trends** -- Josey VanOrsdale, University of Nebraska Lincoln; Clarice Santos, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- **The Paradox of a Well Woman: Gendered Understandings of Women’s Wellness Care** -- Chelsea Platt, Park University
- **Student Perceptions of a Reflective Writing-Based Wellness Course: Good Intentions, but...** -- Jonathan Koley, University of Nebraska Omaha; Kelly Rhea MacArthur, University of Nebraska Omaha
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XX.

Mobilizing and Sustaining Meaning [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Chris Hausmann, Northwestern College

- "That's Just the Norma Rae in Me": Factors that Influenced Teacher Satisfaction with the 2018 Oklahoma Teacher Walkout -- Jessica Schachle, Oklahoma State University
- Gun-Free Zones? Political Opportunities, Resource Mobilization, and Shooting Sports Programs at Public United States Colleges and Universities -- Jericho McElroy, Oklahoma State University; Jonathan Coley, Oklahoma State University
- Saudi Religious Voice during Arab Spring: The Similarities and Differences between Saudi Islamic Movements toward the Arab spring -- Hashem Alrefai, Minnesota State University Mankato
- The Rhythms of Resistance: Performance, Music, and Dance as Political Speech -- Nicole English, Fort Hays State University; Marco Macias, Fort Hays State University; Christopher Olds, Fort Hays State University

XX.

Contested Climate: Leadership, Solidarity, and Frames [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Martha Sibley, Oklahoma State University

- Playing "Hippie Game of Thrones:" Towards a Theory of Social Movement Leadership -- Todd Nicholas Fuist, Illinois Wesleyan University
- Framing Environmental Degradation: The Role and Influence of Youth Activism -- Nathen Garcia, Florida Gulf Coast University; Aveda Johnson, Florida Gulf Coast University; Jan Martijn Meij, Florida Gulf Coast University
- Deep Community and Mobilization in the Radical Climate Movement -- Dylan Bremner, Grinnell College
- What Makes a Successful Antinuclear Movement? Culture, Framing, Identity, and Narratives Surrounding Black Fox Nuclear and Diablo Canyon Power Plant -- Martha Sibley, Oklahoma State University
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XX.

Gender: Presentation, Perception, and Media [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Rochelle Rowley, Emporia State University

- *Do Fake Eyelashes Have a Place on the Field?: Expectations of Femininity in Women's World Cup Soccer* -- Cheryl Childers, Washburn University; Marisa Gonzales, Washburn University
- "*Let's Play*: The Gendered Presentation of Self in Online Video Game Streaming" -- Katherine Bullock, The University of Akron
- *Seeing Red: An Examination of Intimate Partner Violence and Gender in Popular Television* -- Kate Nance, Wichita State University
- *Gender Ideology and Perception of Science* -- Yi Yin, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee; Gordon Gauchat, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

XX.

Men and Masculinity [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Pooya Naderi, Park University

- *Gender, Martyrdom, and Extremism: How Mass Violence Signifies Manhood in Militant Jihadism and White Nationalism* -- Pooya Naderi, Park University; Rebecca Griffith, University of Kansas; Austen McGuire, University of Kansas
- *Masculinizing Practices and the Work of Fantasy* -- Julie Krueger, University of Illinois - Urbana Champaign
- "*Be Smart*: Affirmative Sexual Consent Policy as Gendered Legal Protection" -- Melissa Kinsella, Loyola University Chicago
- *The Cowboy Scientist Saves the Planet: Climate Change and Masculinity in Cli-Fi Films* -- Sam Kendrick, University of Kansas; Joane Nagel, University of Kansas

XX.

Women, Politics, and Policy [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Rebecca Rodriguez Carey, Emporia State University

- *How the 2018 State Legislative Races Will Shape Elections in 2020* -- Regina Matheson, St. Ambrose University; William Parsons, St. Ambrose University; Sara Killackey, St. Ambrose University
- *Homefront Patriotism: Defining Women's Role for Victory during WWII* -- Tawnya Adkins Covert, Western Illinois University
- *Tampon Taxation: Legal Strategies for Menstrual Equity* -- Sarah Frank, University of Wisconsin - Madison
- Some Variables Affecting the Attitudes of University Youths towards the Political Participation of Women in Four Arab Societies -- Husein Alothman, University of Sharjah, U.A.E.
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XX.

Planning and Support in Later Life [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Aaron Hoy, Minnesota State University Mankato

- What is a Good Death and what Preparations Do Seniors Do? -- Juyeon Son, University of Wisconsin - Oshkosh
- What Happened to My Caregiver? -- Twyla Hill, Wichita State University
- Residential Strategies to Age in Place: Overcoming Housing Vulnerability -- Irene Lebrusan, Harvard University
- Are Older Women Being Pushed Out of the Labor Force? -- Swapnali Chavan, Indiana University Purdue University at Indianapolis
- Elderly Care in Post-Communist Countries as Experienced by Polish Immigrants Living in the Chicago Area -- Dorota Allen, Purdue University Calumet

XX.

Social Networks and Engagement across the Life Course [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Aaron Hoy, Minnesota State University Mankato

- Depression, Density, and Dropout: Social Network Analysis of the Relationship between Social Network Density, Network Stability, and Mental Health -- George Usmanov, Georgia State University
- Religious Involvement and Risk of Cognitive Impairment among Older Adults: Variation across Race/Ethnicity, Gender, and Cohort -- Kyler Sherman-Wilkins, Missouri State University; Matthew Cline, Missouri State University; Courtney Cooper, Missouri State University; Ericka Youngquist, Missouri State University
- Older Adult Activists: Altruism in a World of Individualism and Polarization -- Timothy Johnson, Trinity International University
- Linked Lives and the Off-Time Experience -- Dawn Norris, University of Wisconsin - La Crosse

XX.

Structural Inequalities: Manifestations and Consequences [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Mathew Kanjirathinkal, Divine Word College

- The Persistent Influence of Redlining Racial Disparities in Educational Attainment in Milwaukee, WI -- Malia Jones, University of Wisconsin - Madison; Leah Foltman, University of Wisconsin - Madison; Joshua Garoon, University of Wisconsin - Madison; Michal Engelman, University of Wisconsin - Madison
- Siblings as Mentors: College Attendance Disparities and the Intragenerational Transmission of Educational Advantage -- Christian Michael Smith, University of Wisconsin - Madison
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- **Food Insecurity and Its Academic, Socio-Economic, and Health Consequences for College Students: A Case Study in the Prevalence of Risk** -- Michael Gillespie, Eastern Illinois University
- **The Great Recession, Financialization, and Wage Inequality in the BRICS: A Comparative Distributional Analysis** -- Anthony Roberts, Colorado State University

**XX.**

**Gendered Violence, Resistance, and the Struggle for Autonomy [PAPER SESSION]**

Presider: David Locher, Missouri Southern State University

- **Kumeyaay Identity: An Social-Ecological Model of Resistance and Resiliency** -- Rebecca Morrow, Spoon River College
- **Bounded, Bourgeois, and Breaching Burlesque: Agency and Opportunity Structure in the Polysemous Production of Contemporary Burlesque** -- Nicole Oehmen, The University of Iowa
- **Indigenous Artmaking as Resistance, Healing, Collective Action, and Resurgence from the Violence against Missing and Murdered Indigenous Women, Girls, and Two-Spirit Folx** -- Matti Martin, Wichita State University
- **Perceptions and Typifications of Same-Sex Sexual Violence among Heterosexuals: Do They Define It as Rape?** -- Victoria Beck, University of Wisconsin Oshkosh; Chris Rose, University of Wisconsin Oshkosh

**XX.**

**Religious Communities and Organizations [PAPER SESSION]**

Presider: Emily McKendry-Smith, University of West Georgia

- **A Place of Our Own: Opportunities, Resources, and the Presence of Buddhist, Hindu, Jewish, and Muslim Student Groups at United States Colleges and Universities** -- Jonathan Coley, Oklahoma State University; Dhruba Das, Oklahoma State University
- **Challenges to the Catholic Church Organizational Sustainability** -- Catherine Hoegeman, Missouri State University
- **"The Badge Doesn't Allow You to do Bad Things": Wearing Religious Symbols as Voluntary Social Control in the Brahma Kumaris** -- Emily McKendry-Smith, University of West Georgia
- **Exploring The Alevis and Cemevis in Turkey: The Social Capital Perspective** -- Mehmet Balkanlioglu, Wayne State College
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XX.

Religion, Culture, and Attitudes [PAPER SESSION]
- Environmental Concern and Spirituality among the Religiously (Un)affiliated -- Lukas Szrot, Bemidji State University
- The Politics of Peace and Anabaptist Values in the Mennonite Church USA -- Christopher Garneau, University of Science and Arts of Oklahoma
- Women's Identity, Sexuality, and Freedom in Religious Fundamentalism -- Alina Sadykova, Kansas State University

XX.

Climate Change and Agriculture [PAPER SESSION]
- Exploring Spatial Effects on South Dakota Livestock Grazers' Intentions to Convert Cropland to Grassland -- Wei Gu, South Dakota State University; Weiwei Zhang, South Dakota State University; Jessica Ulrich-Schad, Utah State University
- Ranchers' Capacity to Adapt to Climate Change and Extreme Events -- Tonya Haigh, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- Prioritizing Climate Smart Agriculture: An Organizational Perspective -- Maaz Gardezi, South Dakota State University; Ayorinde Ogunyiola, South Dakota State University; Sehmar Michael, South Dakota State University; Candace May, South Dakota State University
- Iowa Row Crop Farmers as "Potential Adopters" of Cover Crops for Water Quality: Exploring Behavioral Intention among Non-Adopters -- Laurie Nowatzke, Iowa State University; J Arbuckle, Iowa State University

XX.

Climate Change and Inequality [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Alexis Econie, University of Wisconsin - Madison
- Foodwork and Food Justice -- Shelley Koch, Emory & Henry College
- Groundwater Salinity, Social Inequality, and Hypertension Prevalence in Coastal Bangladesh: Implications of Climate Change and Sea Level Rise -- Md Belal Hossain, Oklahoma State University
- High-Risk, "Low-Skill"? Assessing Value Economy of Work in Waste Management Industries -- Alexis Econie, University of Wisconsin - Madison
- Challenging Radioactive Waste Storage and Management -- Jesse Van Gerven, Butler University
- Intersections of Religion and Race in Climate Justice -- Wylie Cook, Pacific Lutheran
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Theological Seminary; Ron Ferguson, Ridgewater College; Charlotte Kunkel, Luther College

XX.

Climate Change in Every Day Life [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Justice Obiora, University of North Texas
- #Siberiaisburning (#СибирьГорит): A Case-Study Analysis of Environmental Activism and the State in Russia -- Rachel Schroeder, Eastern Michigan University
- How Do Landlords' and Tenants' Values Differ on Rented Farmland? -- Derek Franklin, Iowa State University; J Arbuckle, Iowa State University
- Cook-Stoves and Home Ventilation - A Public Health Intervention on Environmental Air Pollution -- Justice Obiora, University of North Texas

XX.

Biodiversity, Ecosystems, and Climate Change [PAPER SESSION]
- Ecology, Economy, Equity and Elephants: How the "Three E's" of Sustainability Can Enhance Understandings of the Sociological Drivers of Wildlife Crime -- Shelby Carlson, Ohio State University
- Non-Decision Power and Political Opportunity: Exposing Structural Barriers to Participation in Louisiana's Coastal Restoration Conflict -- Jacob Lipsman, University of Kansas
- Reconsidering the Mangle: The Case of Sand Island and the Mississippi River -- Nicholas Baxter, Indiana University Kokomo

XX.

Environmental Education and Policy [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Harland Prechel, Texas A & M University
- When Sunshine Turns Angry: Killer Heat Waves Are Coming to the Midwest -- William Rau, Illinois State University
- Growing Pains: Reflections on Garden-Based Service Learning for Teaching Environmental Sociology at a Regional Campus -- Roslyn Schoen, Texas A & M University - Central Texas
- Shaping the Higher Education in Qatar for Sustainable Development: Current Reality and Future Prospects -- Ali Alshawi, Qatar University; Abdel-Samad M. Ali, Qatar University
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XX.

Social Construction of Climate Change [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Sabrina Danielsen, Creighton University

- Climate Change is Brutal: Recognizing Environmental Sociology within Heavy Metal Music -- Jan Martijn Meij, Florida Gulf Coast University; Joseph Simpson, Texas A&M San Antonio
- Enter CSA Lite: The Partial Conventionalization and Dilution of Alternative Agriculture’s Radical Edge -- Robert Wengronowitz, Augustana College
- An Analysis of Vanguard and Leadership Newspapers Framing of the 2017 Floods in Nigeria -- Ijeoma Ajaero, University of Nigeria, Nsukka; Nkiru Odikpo, University of Nigeria, Nsukka; Chidiebere Nwachukwu, University of Nigeria, Nsukka
- United States Bishops, Climate Change, and Controversial Organizational Messages (Failing To) Filter Down -- Sabrina Danielsen, Creighton University; Daniel DiLeo, Creighton University; Emily Burke, Creighton University
- Terrains of Consciousness: The Sociological Importance of Bioregionalism Amidst the Climate Crisis -- Patrick Clemens, Millersville University

XX.

Media and Narratives [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Kristi Brownfield, Northern State University

- Hegemonic Masculinity, Disability, and Restorative Violence within Video Games -- Kristi Brownfield, Northern State University
- The ‘Joker’ Controversy: An Origin Story -- Brandon Bosch, University of Nebraska Lincoln; Lisa Kort-Butler, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- Virtual Faces in Virtual Spaces: Making Real Friends and Social Capital with Online Avatars -- Raymond Miran, Northern Illinois University
- Insta, Vape and Class: How Social Media Exposure Contributes to Vaping among Cohorts of Young Adults -- Md Mahbub Or Rahman Bhuyan, Ohio University; Howard T. Welser, Ohio University; Thomas Vander Ven, Ohio University; Laeeq Khan, Ohio University
- Online Echo-Systems: Message Amplification and Reverberation of Key Individuals within False Twitter Persona Networks -- Ori Swed, Texas Tech University; Jeffrey Baptist, Texas Tech University
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XX.

Social Media and Social Change [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Ali Kamali, Missouri Western State University

- Social Connectedness and Online Relationships: Can a "Catfish" be an Alternative to a "Real" Relationship? -- Monica Radu, Southeast Missouri State University; Lisa Rodriguez, Wake Tech Community College
- The White Supremacist Movement after Charlottesville -- Todd Schroer, University of Southern Indiana
- Organizing Online, Meeting Offline: Persistence and Growth of Political Groups on Meetup.com -- Qianyi Shi, The University of Iowa
- Social Networks and Their Effects on Romantic Relationships -- Ali Kamali, Missouri Western State University

XX.

Marriage and Divorce in Diverse Contexts [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Daniel Hawkins, University of Nebraska Omaha

- The Development of Likelihood of Divorce Inventory -- Fahad Al-Naser, Kuwait University
- Divorce Ideation and "Deal Breakers" among Married Gay Men and Lesbians: A Qualitative Exploration -- Aaron Hoy, Minnesota State University Mankato; Anfa Diiriye, Minnesota State University Mankato; Emily Gunderson, Minnesota State University Mankato
- First Comes Love, then Comes Health Insurance: Access to Legal Protections as a Motivation to Marry -- Daniel Bartholomay, Texas A&M University Corpus Christi
- Gender, Ethnicity, and Religion: Turkish-American Intermarriage in the United States -- Mehmet Balkanlioglu, Wayne State College; John Esposito, Georgetown University
- Marriage and Happiness in Japan: An Analysis of Gender and Cohort Effects -- Derek Lehman, Tarleton State University; Atsuko Kawakami, Tarleton State University; Kaitlynn Burress, Tarleton State University

XX.

Survey Research on Family Relationships, Roles, and Well-Being [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Daniel Hawkins, University of Nebraska Omaha

- Relationship Quality in Kin and Chosen Kin Familial Networks -- Eliza Thor, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- Consequences of Parent-Child Relationship Quality and Estrangement for Adult Children -- Brianne Pragg, Pennsylvania State University
- Family-Friendly? Examining the Motherhood Penalty at Small Liberal Arts Colleges -- Kathrin Parks, Loras College
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**XX.**

**Policy, Legislation, and Outside Influence [PAPER SESSION]**
Presider: Saiful Islam, Minnesota State University Mankato

- *Understanding the Healthcare Policy Field: Roles of Healthcare Professional Associations and Politics in the United States* -- Saiful Islam, Minnesota State University Mankato
- *Turning Money Into Speech: Soft Money, Campaign Finance, and Political Advertising in the 1980s* -- Nathan Katz, University of Missouri - Columbia
- *The Long Long Game* -- Christian Schlaerth, Waldorf University
- *Certainty or Doubt? Vote Buyers’ Strategies for Establishing Trust in the Voter to Tote in Return* -- Collins Kwarisima, South Dakota State University

**XX.**

**Navigating Political Agency and Social Structures [PAPER SESSION]**
Presider: Robert Leonard, University of Tennessee Knoxville

- *Human Polity: Nature, Form, and Evolution* -- Victor Shaw, California State University-Northridge
- *Can State Embeddedness Enhance State Autonomy? Evidence from the "Targeted Poverty Alleviation" Campaign in Rural China* -- Yuanhang Zhu, University of Chicago
- *Institution and Ideology: Understanding the Primary Organization of the Communist Party of China and Its Members* -- Yuan Xi, University of Chicago
- *Trump-is-Uhm on Campus: Rightwing Populism in University Settings* -- Patrick Levine, University of Illinois - Urbana Champaign
- *Talking Politics on the Internet: The Deliberative Potential of Online Spaces* -- Mark Pharris, University of Minnesota Twin Cities

**XX.**

**Contextualizing Trump and His Politics [PAPER SESSION]**
Presider: Ryan Ceresola, Hartwick College

- *Immigrant Resentment and the Republican Vote: A Comparison of Voting Behavior in*
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the 2012 and 2016 United States Presidential Elections -- Brenden Oliver, University of Kansas
- Collaborative Conspiratorial Construction: A Deep Analysis of the Deep State -- Ryan Ceresola, Hartwick College

XX.

LGBTQ+ Well-Being and Inclusion [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Melinda McCormick, Western Michigan University
- Queer Sober Spaces: Examining Sober Inclusivity in LGBT+ Community -- Sandra Loughrin, University of Nebraska Kearney; Shoon Lio, University of South Alabama
- Max and Sophia: Shifting Representations of Transgender Characters on Television from 2006-2019 -- Emily Wagner, Northern Illinois University
- Exploring Resilience in LGBTQ Youth Narratives of Bullying -- Melinda McCormick, Western Michigan University; Marissa Smits, Western Michigan University
- Comparative Health Needs Assessment of LGBTQ+ Nebraskans -- Aiden Quinn, University of Nebraska Omaha; Jay Irwin, University of Nebraska Omaha

XX.

Race, Biology, and Identity [PAPER SESSION]
- A Statistical Analysis of Low Birthweight and Preterm Delivery in Black Mothers: The Weathering Hypothesis in 2017 -- Jessica Warren, Minnesota State University Mankato
- A Genetic Point of View: The Effects of Ancestry Testing on Racial and Ethnic Identities -- John Kaiser, University of Kansas
- Factors Affecting Ethnic Identity Changes After DNA Ancestry Testing -- Kathryn Sweeney, Purdue University Northwest; Kimberly Baker, University of Northern Iowa; David Brewington, Shirley Ryan Ability Lab
- Other at the Edge of Existence: Colonialism, Space Exploration, and Mythical Alterity -- Brigid McCormack, Benedictine College; Aubrey Hughes, Benedictine College
- At Home Genetic Testing and Ethnic Identity -- Mary Kelly, University of Central Missouri
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XX.

Racism: The Politics of Place, Identity and Representation [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Jacqueline Clark, Ripon College
- Racism is a Universal Cancer - But Racism in the Colonial Context is Place Specific, and is Mostly Commodity Specific -- Wazir Mohamed, Indiana University East
- Where Monsters Meet the Truly Disadvantaged: Race, Gender, and Serial Murder -- David Springer, University of Illinois - Chicago
- Collecting Hate: Confronting Racism through Contemptible Collectibles -- Jacqueline Clark, Ripon College
- My Wasted White Lineage -- Heather Gifford, University of Illinois - Urbana Champaign
- Positionality in the “Field”: Cultural-Cognitive Map of African American Racial/Ethnic Identity in the United States -- Megan Betts, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee

XX.

The Effects of Racism and Colorblindness on the Welfare and Psychological Well-being of Vulnerable Populations [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Matthew Jerome Schneider, University of Illinois - Urbana Champaign
- The Effect of Workplace Institutional Psycho-economic Lynching Syndrome and Black-American Health: The Black Experiential Journey to the American Dream -- Ahmadu A. Baba-Singhri, Grand View University
- The Effect of Racial Discrimination on Life Prospects of Adolescents -- Amanda Patrick, Austin Peay State University
- "I Don't Know What's Racist": Color-Conscious Homeless Service Volunteers' Understandings of Systemic Racism and Whiteness -- Matthew Jerome Schneider, University of Illinois - Urbana Champaign
- Economic Assistance and Colorblind Racism -- Jamy Rentschler, University of Nebraska Lincoln

XX.

Addiction and Substance Abuse [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Ryan Kaufman, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- Protective Factors for Substance Abuse for Adults with Adverse Childhood Experiences -- Ryan Kaufman, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- Drinking Behaviors, Relationships, and Recovery: A Relational Sociological Examination of Addiction -- Maia Behrendt, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- Association of Adverse Childhood Experiences with Mental and Substance Use Disorders -- Weiwei Zhang, South Dakota State University
- All Consuming: Addiction and the Embodiment of Precarity across the Class
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Structure -- Sarah Whetstone, Bradley University

XX.

Contexts of Drinking and Drug Use [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Kayla Pritchard, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology

- Online Narrative Analysis of Parental Understanding of their Adult Child's Opioid Addiction -- Bethany Holland, University of Missouri Columbia
- Drugs and the Intersections of Deviant Identities -- Jacob H. Erickson, Iowa State University
- Themes of Marijuana Legalization: A Rural Context -- Michael Lynch, Dodge City Community College
- Women's Perceptions and Use of Alcohol Over the Lifecourse -- Susan Stewart, Iowa State University

XX.

Race, Class, and Inequality in U.S. Schools [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Richard Paquin Morel, University of Pittsburgh

- The Checklist Approach: Essentials, Economy and Encoding of Control -- Alexander Berryman, Augsburg College
- Identity-Based Bullying in Context -- Rachel Maller, The University of Iowa
- Racial Competition and Charter School Expansion in California -- Richard Paquin Morel, University of Pittsburgh
- Class, Stratification, and Educational Mobility in Midwestern College Students -- Joelle Spotswood, University of Kansas

XX.

Elementary and Secondary School Teachers [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Jerry Williams, Stephen F. Austin State University

- Naming Antiblackness and Sustaining Anti-Racist Teacher Practice: The Research Collaborative as a Tool for Solidarity in Educational Spaces -- Briellen Griffin, Loyola University Chicago
- The 2018 Oklahoma Teachers’ Strike: Perspectives of Those Who Participated -- Karly Eden, Kansas State University
- How Principals Make Sense of Teacher Evaluation Policies through Instantiated Recoupling -- Christopher Duncan, DePaul University; Judson Everitt, Loyola University Chicago
- Empathy and an Ethic of Care in Middle-Level Classrooms: The Threat of Social Inequality -- Jerry Williams, Stephen F. Austin State University; Michelle Williams, Stephen F Austin State University
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- Do Teachers Seek Advice from Each Other More on Some Topics than Other Topics? -- Miranda Melson, University of Nebraska Lincoln; Grace Kelly, University of Nebraska Lincoln; Patricia Wonch Hill, University of Nebraska Lincoln; Julia McQuillan, University of Nebraska Lincoln

XX.

Teaching, Learning, and Student Support on College Campuses [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Liz Legerski, University of North Dakota
- An Analysis of Student Perceptions of University Support in Cases of Sexual Misconduct -- Liz Legerski, University of North Dakota; Kaitlyn Sedevie, University of North Dakota
- Stratification, Adversity, and Grit as Determinants of Academic Success among College Undergraduates -- Lizabeth Crawford, Bradley University; Katherine Novak, Butler University
- Active Learning Pedagogy as Protestant Reformation? An Comparative Analysis of Active and Passive Lecturing and Catholic Homily and Protestant Sermon -- Jared Hanneman, Thiel College
- Faculty Annual Reviews: A Structural Feminist Analysis of Comments and Feedback about Teaching -- Susan Kroger, Sanford Health; Meredith Redlin, South Dakota State University
- Power and Panic: An Autoethnography of Sociology Faculty -- Mary Emery, South Dakota State University

XX.

Gentrification and Urban Renewal [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Colin Suchland, Lincoln Land Community College
- Emerging Community in Korean Urban Regeneration -- Chad Anderson, Incheon National University
- Homes not Games: Class Contradictions in LA’s Anti-Olympics Coalition -- Daniel Cueto-Villalobos, University of Minnesota Twin Cities
- Deconstructing Gentrification through the Prism of Fairy Tales -- Scott Chesebro, Chicago Center for Urban Life and Culture
- Branded In, Branded Out: A Visual and Narrative Sociology of Gentrification -- Colin Suchland, Lincoln Land Community College
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XX.

Urban Living: Housing, Perception, and Transportation [PAPER SESSION]

- Public Transportation, Sprawl, and Inequality in a Car-Dependent City -- Chase Billingham, Wichita State University
- Profiling Housing Vulnerability: Having Children as a Risk? -- Irene Lebrusán, Harvard University
- Who Makes a “Good” Tenant? Rental Decisions of Chicago Small-Building Landlords -- Allison Suppan Helmuth, University of Illinois - Chicago
- Pathways to Housing: Resiliency among Youth Experiencing Homelessness -- Carrie Coward Bucher, Elmhurst College; Andrea Krieg, Elmhurst College

XX.

Innovations in the Study of Crime and Deviance [PAPER SESSION]

Presider: Courtney Waid-Lindberg, Northern State University

- The Elitist-Loosely Programmed Society and the Social Production of Juvenile Delinquents and Prison-Ready Kids: Testing the Baba-Singhri’s Normative-Deviance Model, United States a Case Study -- Ahmadu A. Baba-Singhri, Grand View University
- Assessing Susceptibility: Why People Respond to Fraudulent E-mails -- Madelynn Einhorn, Western Kentucky University; Timothy Rich, Western Kentucky University
- Crime and Resilience -- Gerry Cox, University of Wisconsin - La Crosse
- Fearless Truths: Foucault’s Parrhésia and the Inside-Perspectives of Justice-Impacted Criminology Scholars -- Grant Tietjen, St Ambrose University

XX.

Delinquent Pathways [PAPER SESSION]

Presider: Kat Albrecht, Northwestern University

- Acculturation and Deviance among Youth Residing On or Near Indian Reservations -- Korey Phelan, Dixie State University
- Is School Gun Violence Contagious? Misreading a Medical Metaphor -- Kat Albrecht, Northwestern University; John Hagan, Northwestern University; Adam Pah, Northwestern University
- The Relationship Between Latent Classes of Early Behavior Problems and Violent Offending Throughout the Life-Course -- Thomas Wojciechowski, Michigan State University
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XX.

Contemporary Perspectives on Crime and Justice [PAPER SESSION]

- *Framing "What Works": Ideological and Bureaucratic Hurdles to Implementing Evidence-Based Practices in Corrections* -- Allison Gorga, Edgewood College
- *Finding a Home: Navigating the Creation of Caregiving Plans among Formerly Pregnant Inmates* -- Rebecca Rodriguez Carey, Emporia State University
- *General Demographic Variables on Police Use of Force* -- Travis Paquin, Northern Illinois University
- *Removing Guns from Compromised Owners: Public Opinion about Red Flag Laws* -- Margaret Kelley, University of Kansas; Christopherson Ellison, University of Texas at San Antonio; Pablo Gonzalez, University of Texas at San Antonio
- *Consequences of Uniformity: Firearm Preemption Laws and Homicides* -- Shawn Ratcliff, University of Nebraska Lincoln

XX.

Organizations and Occupations [PAPER SESSION]

Presider: Deniz Yucel, William Paterson University of New Jersey

- *Structural Analysis of Performance and Recommendations for Performance Improvement of a University Safety and Security Agency* -- Anna Jensen, University of Nebraska Omaha; Zachary Christo, University of Nebraska Omaha
- *Glass Ceiling and Earnings Disadvantages Against Immigrants and Racial/Ethnic Minorities* -- Scott Tuttle, University of Kansas; ChangHwan Kim, University of Kansas
- *Legal Consciousness of Law Enforcement and Emergency Department Staff* -- Kari Hickey, Northeastern Illinois University; John King, Northern Illinois University; Carly Besler, Northern Illinois University; Hunter Layne, Northern Illinois University; Victoria Andrzejewski, Northern Illinois University; Jennifer Gijada, Northern Illinois University
- *Faculty Networks on Academic Climate Perceptions and Organizational Commitment* -- Christina Falci, University of Nebraska Lincoln; Megumi Watanabe, Hiroshima University
- *Generational Strife: Generational Labor Distinctions in Snowboarding* -- Jynette Larshus, Minot State University
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XX.

Work and Family [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Deniz Yucel, William Paterson University of New Jersey

- Baby Boomers and the Employment-to-Population Ratio -- Brigitte Bechtold, Central Michigan University
- Expectations of Family Care Accommodations in the Gender-Segregated Labor Market -- Kaitlin Johnson, Indiana University Bloomington
- Work-Family Conflict and Enrichment Profiles among Dual-Earner Married Couples -- Deniz Yucel, William Paterson University of New Jersey

XX.

Intra- and Inter-Personal Processes [PAPER SESSION]
Presiders: Laurie Linhart, Des Moines Area Community College; David Schweingruber, Iowa State University

- Teachers, Parents, School Misconduct, and Delinquency: A Labeling Theory Approach -- Kelly Guinn, University of Iowa; Karen Heimer, University of Iowa
- On the Verge of Violence: How Bar Staff Manage Volatile Patrons and Near-Violent Interactions -- Anthony Cusumano, Northern Illinois University
- Interpersonal Influence in Internal Conversations -- David Wahl, Iowa State University; David Schweingruber, Iowa State University; Deborah Burns, Iowa State University

XX.

Constructing Selves and Identities [PAPER SESSION]
Presiders: Laurie Linhart, Des Moines Area Community College; David Schweingruber, Iowa State University

- "Who Counts?": Constructing Motherhood and Membership among Gold Star Mothers -- Brittany Elyse Presson, University of Missouri Columbia
- Here to Stay: Understanding Stigma and the Legal Consciousness of Latinx College Students -- Ashley Sanchez, Northern Illinois University
- Asexuality: An Examination of Strategies of Resistance, Social Integration, and Meanings of Identity -- Antonio Ball, Iowa State University
- Embodied Social Theory: Scaling from Small Interactions to Larger Social Structures -- D Nicole English, Fort Hays State University
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XX.

Student Success [PAPER SESSION]
- Learning from Mistakes -- Lisa Garoutte, Loras College
- Is Less More? Does Having the "Extras" in Textbooks Help? -- Theresa Mariani, Various Institutions
- Career Competencies and the Intern: How Do Sociology Majors Compare to Other Students? -- Enilda Delgado, University of Wisconsin - La Crosse; Carol Miller, University of Wisconsin - La Crosse
- Making the Capstone-Assessment Model Effective in the Context of Shifting Expectations -- Musa Ilu, University of Central Missouri

XX.

Engagement on College Campuses Via the Personal [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Alexander Hernandez, Texas A & M University
- Working In Class: Integrating Working-Class Students and Faculty Into Higher Education -- Jackie Gabriel, Western Colorado University
- Journey, Support, and Solutions: First-Generation Student Experiences and the Academic Achievement Gap -- Jeremy Freese, Truman State University
- Take Me Or Leave Me: Examining How Teacher Identity Shapes the Learning Experience -- Alexander Hernandez, Texas A & M University

XX.

Active Learning and Classroom Teaching Techniques [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Eve Blobaum, Johnson County Community College
- Teaching Intercultural Appreciation: A Distance Learning Experiment -- Eve Blobaum, Johnson County Community College
- Do Students Prefer Practical or Theoretical Topics? -- Jeffery Dennis, Minnesota State University Mankato
- Waste(d) Data; Exploring Identity and Consumption through Garbology Research -- Carlene Sipma-Dysico, Lewis University
- Black Frankfort Histories Matter: Teachable Moments in Local Museums -- Mary Barr, Kentucky State University
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XX.

Romance, Parenting, Assimilation, and the Everyday Experiences of Immigrant Life [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Vadricka Etienne, Grinnell College

- *The Financial Assimilation of Immigrants: A Focus on Underbanking* -- James Baugh, University of Illinois - Urbana Champaign; Lauren McClain, Western Kentucky University
- "Unos Allá, Otros Aquí": Transnational Parenting and Digital Communication across the Mexico-United States Border -- Kristina Fullerton Rico, University of Wisconsin - Madison
- *Let's (Not) Talk about Sex: Postpartum Practices and Ethnic Ideologies* -- Vadricka Etienne, Grinnell College
- *The Effects of Visa Restrictions on Immigrants: How "Dependent Spouses" Navigate Everyday Experiences, Meaning- and Decision-Making* -- Hansini Munasinghe, University of Iowa
- *Dating Sin Papeles: Undocumented Immigrants and their Relationships with Documented Partners* -- Julia Mendes, Loyola University Chicago

XX.

Immigration and Assimilation in the Face of Racial and Religious Exclusion [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Shuang Li, South Dakota State University

- *One Size Does Not Fit All: How Islamophobic Discrimination Differs by Race and Immigrant Generational-Levels* -- Laila Noureldin, University of Chicago
- *Exploring Spatial Assimilation of Asian Immigrants By Nativity and Generational Status* -- Shuang Li, South Dakota State University
- "I Like to be Muslim American": The Experiences and Factors that Affect Acculturation and Identity Formation of Muslim Americans -- Servet Tas, University of Kansas
- *Identity Options of East and South European Migrants in Britain* -- Laura Morosanu, University of Sussex
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XX.

Popular and Media Culture [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: D A Lopez, California State University-Northridge

- "Until I Take You Home": Women of Color in Goth Communities Online -- Ahoo Tabatabai, Columbia College
- Fictive Personalities, Destructive Dissonance, and Hollywood’s Lumpenproletariat -- D A Lopez, California State University-Northridge
- The Founder -- Chad Anderson, Incheon National University
- The Influence of Supernatural Media on Belief in the Supernatural Comparing Across Media Types -- Mellissa Halsey, Northern Illinois University

XX.

Sociological Theories: Applied, Updated and Challenged [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Alessandro Bonanno, Sam Houston State University

- Corporate Plutocracy as a Response to the Crisis of Neoliberal Capitalism -- Alessandro Bonanno, Sam Houston State University
- Redacting Herbert Spencer -- Kurt Borchard, University of Nebraska Kearney
- Composite Reality and Unvaried Safe Interpretation: Towards a Theory of the Rise of Contemporary Populism, 2016-2019 -- Daniel Jaster, South Dakota State University; Orli Swed, Texas Tech University
- Incredulous Onlookers and the Origins of Charisma -- Paul Joosse, University of Hong Kong
- The Living Wage According to Marx -- Kerrin Packard, University of Nebraska Omaha

XX.

Food Progress and Progressive Food? Cooperative and Corporate Food Distribution [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Allison Vetter, Hendrix College

- The Corporate Colonization of Alternative Agri-Food: The Cases of Beyond Meat and Impossible Foods -- Alessandro Bonanno, Sam Houston State University
- Is the Future More (or Less?) Cooperative? Reports on Cooperation in Food and Agriculture Cooperatives -- James Hale, Colorado State University
- Perceptions of a Small Midwestern Food Cooperative: A Case Study -- Rebecca Forsythe, Illinois State University
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XX.

Gender, Gender Stereotypes, Athleticism and Sport [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Annie Johnson, Murray State University
- "Big Square Butt, Chubby, Sound, and Plenty of Pipe": Gender Stereotypes in the Marketing of Bull Semen -- Kayla Pritchard, South Dakota School of Mines and Technology
- Women's Consumption of Men's Professional Sport in Canada: Evidence of the "Feminization" of Sports Fandom and Women as Omnivorous Sports Consumers? -- Adam Gemar, Higher School of Economics
- The Gendered Dynamics of Parenting at CrossFit -- Annie Johnson, Murray State University

XX.

Impacts of War and Genocide: Refugees, Social Networks and Human Rights [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Isaac Christiansen, Midwestern State University
- Fractured Lives of the Rohingya Victims of Genocide in Attrition: The Early Warning Signs and the Actual Processes of Genocide in Myanmar -- Afroza Anwary, Minnesota State University Mankato
- Impact of Social Networks on Increasing Religious Extremism In Arab World -- Fatema Zubaidi, Center for Strategic Studies of the Social Policy Unit, University of Jordan, Amman, Jordan
- Gender, Race, Religion, and Resettlement Experiences of Rohingya Refugees in the United States -- Pallavi Banerjee, American Sociological Association; Soulit Chacko, Loyola University Chicago

XX.

Gendered and Queer Bodies and Identities: Concerns of Health, Mental Health and Representation [PAPER SESSION]
- Beyond Plan B: The Link between Sexual Violence and Contraception among Queer Women -- Dana LaVergne, Loyola University Chicago
- Four-Legged Mental Health Resources: The Power of Pets in The Lives of LGBTQ+ Young People Experiencing Homelessness -- Rachel Schmitz, Oklahoma State University; Jennifer Tabler, University of Wyoming; Zachary Carlisle, Oklahoma State University
- Pushing the Boundaries of Gendered Selves: Trajectory Analysis of Gender Identity Transition and Maintenance -- Denise Bullock, Indiana University East
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XX.

Communities Undergoing Change: Economics, Consumption, and Sustainability [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Tim Pippert, Augsburg College

- Riding a Roller Coaster: How Residents of the Bakken Navigate an Oil Dependent Economy -- Tim Pippert, Augsburg College; Lillia Miller, Augsburg University; Jordan Peoples, Augsburg University; Marka Wreh, Augsburg University
- “Consumptive Labor” and Sustainable Disaster Recovery: The Case of Greensburg, Kansas -- Charles Koebre, Wichita State University
- Extraction, Class, and Consciousness: An Examination of Unionization in North Dakota's Bakken Oil Shale Region -- John University, Minot State University; Danielle McCormick, Minot State University
- North Americans and Climate Gentrification in Costa Rica -- Erin Adamson, University of Kansas

XX.

Socialization, Community Integration and Aging Impacts on Health and Mental Health [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Patrick Grayshaw, Oklahoma State University

- The Impact of Socialization, Meaningful Activity, and Daily Movement on Depressive Symptoms for Long-Term Nursing Home Residents -- Anna Olinger, Minnesota State University Mankato; Saiful Islam, Minnesota State University Mankato
- Social Integration and Health among Community Dwelling Older Adults: A Latent Profile Analysis -- Kyler Sherman-Wilkins, Missouri State University
- Dialogue to Action: A Pilot in Addressing Health Disparities -- Patrick Grayshaw, Oklahoma State University; Mike Stout, Oklahoma State University
- A Syndemics Approach to Exercise Science -- Caitlin Clarke, University of Illinois - Urbana Champaign; Brynn Adamson, University of Illinois - Urbana Champaign

XX.

Culture, Sports and Society [PAPER SESSION]

- Viva Mexico! The Politics behind Mexico’s Culture and use of Culture Reasoning in the 1968 Olympic Bidding Process -- Edgar Campos, University of Minnesota Twin Cities; Douglas Hartmann, University of Minnesota Twin Cities
- 15+ Years of Legitimation: Longitudinal Analysis of Snowboarding Culture -- Jynette Larshus, Minot State University
- The Measure of a Fan: Social Stratification in the Voracity of Professional Sports Consumption -- Adam Gemar, Higher School of Economics
- "Contact" Sports: Competitive Athletic Experience, Racial Attitudes, and Intergroup
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Contact -- Savana Nawojski, University of Nebraska Omaha; Daniel Hawkins, University of Nebraska Omaha; Andrew Lindner, Skidmore College

XX.

The Impacts of Race, Gender and Racial Disparities [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Amy Baxter, Air University

- Revisiting The Code of the School: School Discipline and Violence -- Charles Bell, Illinois State University
- Assessing the Black-White Gap in Premature Mortality -- Michael Friedson, University of Wisconsin - Whitewater
- Status and Framing Past Accomplishments -- Amy Baxter, Air University; Lauren Elkins, United States Air Force

XX.

Programs, Professors and Students on College Campuses and Beyond [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Mary Kelly, University of Central Missouri

- Making Sociology Sustainable: The Role of Internships -- Lee Miller, Sam Houston State University
- Examining Institutional Standards Requirement's Impact on STEM Female Faculty Retention and Turnover Rates in a State System of Higher Learning Education -- Joyce Eduful, South Dakota State University
- Free Speech In Crisis: Why Sociologists Are Best Suited to Handle Controversial Conversations -- Jan Martijn Meij, Florida Gulf Coast University; Joseph Simpson, Texas A&M San Antonio; Dakota Raynes, Oklahoma State University
- Evaluation of Graduate School Professional Development Program -- Mary Emery, South Dakota State University; Collins Kwarisima, South Dakota State University; Ayorinde Ogunyiola, South Dakota State University; Edem Avemegah, South Dakota State University; Joyce Eduful, South Dakota State University

XX.

Socialization and Parenting Effects and Experiences from Childhood through Adulthood [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Abdallah Badahdah, South Dakota State University

- Does Spanking Children Produce Honest Adults? Results of a Cross National Study -- Keith Johnson, Independent Scholar
- Socialization Values and Parenting Styles -- Abdallah Badahdah, South Dakota State University; Alex Parkhouse, Quinnipiac University; Noora Lari, Qatar University
- Minimizing Stigma in the Foster Care System: From Strict Father to Nurturant Parent -- Mason Jones, Beloit College
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- The Rights of Autistic Children and Their Families to Social Support System in Qatar -- Azza Abdelmoneium, Doha International Family Institute; Aisha Sultan, Doha International Family Institute

XX.

Emotions, Values, Affect and Theory [PAPER SESSION]
- Affect, Feeling, and Emotion in the Production of Religious Experience -- Kevin McElmurry, Indiana University Northwest
- A Sociological Imagination of Empathy -- Rachel Whaley, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
- Multiple Value Circles -- Ji Hye Kim, University of Iowa

XX.

Bodies, Discourse and Identity [PAPER SESSION]
- The Lumps and Bumps of Aesthetic Labor: Rethinking Fat Talk in Plus-Size Retail -- Kendra Pospisil, Southern Illinois University Carbondale
- #ActuallyAutistic: Autistic People Using Twitter to Construct Collective Identity Narratives -- Justine Egner, University of Wisconsin - La Crosse
- Risky Bodies -- Jacqueline Hogan, Bradley University
- The Corpulence Cure: Weight-Loss Strategies in late Nineteenth Century America -- Elyse Neumann, University of Kansas

XX.

Research Methods, Methodological Applications and the Importance of Science [PAPER SESSION]
- The Analysis of Ordinal Outcomes in Sociological Research -- Michael Long, Oklahoma State University; Andrew Fullerton, Oklahoma State University; Jamie Du, Oklahoma State University; Christine Thomas, Oklahoma State University
- A Scientific World: Testing Three Theories of Science Perceptions across Countries 2005-2016 -- Gordon Gauchat, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee; Yi Yin, University of Wisconsin - Milwaukee
- Using Interview Data for Social Network Analysis: Moving Away from Traditional Name and Position Generators in Survey -- Jess Morrow, University of Nebraska Lincoln; Raeda Anderson, Georgia State University
- Research across Borders: Designing and Conducting Research across Disciplines, Cultures, Languages, and Countries -- Kristi Rendahl, Minnesota State University Mankato; Luis Posas, Minnesota State University Mankato
**Global and Transnational Politics, Economics and Organizations [PAPER SESSION]**

Presider: Patrick Inglis, Grinnell College

- *The Role of Traditional Institution of Chieftaincy and its Influence on the Ethical Behavior of Ghanaians: An Integrative Review of the Literature* -- Richard Afedzie, Pentecost University College -- Ghana; James Aller, Georgia Southwestern State University
- *Up From Below: A New Citizen-Elite in India?* -- Patrick Inglis, Grinnell College
- *Russia's War on Gulag-Memory: State Conflict with Gulag-Memory Promoting NGOs and the State-Sponsored Mechanisms of Social Forgetting* -- Rachel Schroeder, Eastern Michigan University
- *Commodifying the Corpse - Implications for a Transnational Cadaver Economy* -- Elizabeth Wilcox, University of Missouri Columbia

**Becoming and Being a Student: Social Construction, Socialization and Experiences of Student Life from Preschool to College [PAPER SESSION]**

Presider: Amy August, University of Minnesota

- *What Native Student Successes Tell Us about the Social Construction of "Student"* -- Mary Emery, South Dakota State University; Marlene Schulz, South Dakota State University; Margeaux Gaiani, South Dakota State University; Amanda Fickes, South Dakota State University; Julie Yingling, South Dakota State University
- *Three Types of Classroom Attention: What Preschoolers Learn and Teachers Evaluate* -- Amy August, University of Minnesota
- *Status Characteristics, Alcohol Beliefs, and College Students' Academic and Social Experiences* -- Lizabeth Crawford, Bradley University; Katherine Novak, Butler University

**The State: Political and Social History, and Contemporary Social Policies [PAPER SESSION]**

Presider: Pamela Emanuelson, North Dakota State University

- *In and Out of the Swamp: The Unpublished Autobiography of Peter Petroff* -- Christopher Altamura, University of Kansas
- *Do You Know What Your Country Is Doing? Awareness of Empire and the Ideology of Militarism* -- Isaac Christiansen, Midwestern State University; Suheyl Gurbuz, Midwestern State University; Beverly Stiles, Midwestern State University
- *What Forms Did Early States Take?* -- Pamela Emanuelson, North Dakota State University; David Willer, University of South Carolina
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- The State and Other Entities: Monopolizing the Legitimate Private Usage of Force -- Ori Swed, Texas Tech University

XX.

The Law and Legal Systems [PAPER SESSION]
- Legal and Extralegal Factors of Civil Protection Orders -- Anne Groggel, North Central College
- Sustainable Production against Labor Trafficking: Analyzing Supply Chain Transparency Efforts -- Nadia Shapkina, Kansas State University
- Professing Capitalism: Standardisation of Prosecutorial Careers under Patronalism -- Radu Andrei Pârvulescu, Cornell College
- Notice and Comment: Reviewing Public Opinions on the Dynamics of Title IX -- Kathryn Hendricks, University of Chicago

XX.

Symbolic Meaning, Capital and Group Processes [PAPER SESSION]
- "We Show Up Together": Enacting Joint Positional Capital in a New Black Arts Organization -- Tierney Bamrick, University of Mississippi
- Men are for Mars? Gender and Status in Space Analog Environments -- Inga Popovaite, The University of Iowa
- How Do You See Them: Moral Boundary Drawing in Daily Cross-Class Encounters -- Yujia Lyu, The University of Iowa
- Just Talking or "Talking" Talking?: An Examination of the Evolving Dating Process among Generation Z -- Sandra Loughrin, University of Nebraska Kearney; Paige Corr, University of Nebraska Kearney

XX.

Social and Economic Impacts in Health Care and Access to Health Care [PAPER SESSION]
Presider: Patricia Ahmed, South Dakota State University
- SES Differences in Immigrant Health Lifestyles in the United States -- Sarah Smith, University of Kansas
- Economic Development and Maternity Care Access in Comparative Perspective: A Multidimensional Approach -- Patricia Ahmed, South Dakota State University
- "Not a Free Version of a Broken System": Immigrant Health Care and Medicalized Citizenship in an Age of Disentitlement -- Erin Hoekstra, Marquette University
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XX.

Studies and Research in Mental Health [PAPER SESSION]

Presider: Sarah Malone, University of Wisconsin - La Crosse

- Against Their Self-Interest? Conservatism, Mental Well-Being, and Minority Status -- Jess Morrow, University of Nebraska Lincoln; Jennifer Andersen, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- Mental Health Stigma and Social Contact Revisited: Divergence of Explicit Attitudes and Implicit Bias -- Elizabeth Felix, University of Iowa
- Correlates and Risk Factors of Self-Harm, Suicidal Ideation, and Depression in Female College Students -- Sarah Malone, University of Wisconsin - La Crosse; Nicholas Bakken, University of Wisconsin - La Crosse

XX.

College Sophomore Social Experiences [PAPER SESSION]

- Key Factors in Sophomore Social Thriving -- Yael Estrada, St Olaf College; Charles Hamer, St Olaf College; Britta Koenen, St Olaf College; Kgomotso Magagula, St Olaf College; Devon Nielsen, St Olaf College; Emily Rennhak, St Olaf College; Ryan Sheppard, St Olaf College
- Sophomore Academic Thriving: Key Factors and Their Relationship to Social and Psycho-Emotional Thriving -- Ryan Sheppard, St Olaf College; Katie Elstad, St Olaf College; Kaila Hellam, St Olaf College; Israa Khalifa, St Olaf College; Mickey Terlouw, St Olaf College; Maddie Thiebault, St Olaf College
- Factors Associated with Sophomore Psycho-Emotional Thriving, Career Development, and Institutional Satisfaction -- Ryan Sheppard, St Olaf College; Folarin Bandele, St Olaf College; Umaimah Choudhury, St Olaf College; Margaret Emborsky, St Olaf College; Brigid Duffy, St Olaf College; Vanessa Miller, St Olaf College; Nina Vang, St Olaf College

XX.

Environmental Inequalities: Nature, Place, and Injustices of Econormativity [PAPER SESSION]

Presider: Aaron Padgett, University of Missouri-Columbia

Discussant: L. Grossman, University of Missouri-Columbia

- Inheriting the Land: Heteropatriarchy, Possessive Individualism and Indigenous Erasure in the Fracking Boom -- Rebecca R. Scott, University of Missouri-Columbia; Aaron Padgett, University of Missouri-Columbia; Kandice L. Grossman, University of Missouri-Columbia
- Economic Transition and Cultural Images of a Disturbed Landscape: Local Narratives of a Mountain Pine Beetle Outbreak -- Ellie Prentice, University of Missouri-Columbia
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- **On Walking by Lincoln: Indigenous Wonderings about Land Being 'Granted' to Universities** -- Melissa M. Horner, University of Missouri-Columbia; Robert Petrone, University of Missouri-Columbia
- **Racism and Health: Residential Segregation and Lead Exposure** -- Elizabeth Murray, University of Missouri-Columbia

**XX.**

**Schutzian Sociology: Critique and Applications [PAPER SESSION]**
Presider: Evandro Camara, Emporia State University
- *Deritification and the Environment: A Schutzian Perspective* -- Matthew Griner, Stephen F. Austin State University
- *Phenomenology and Quantitative Sociology: Understanding the Motives Implicit in an Ordinary Least Squares Regression Model* -- Jerry Williams, Stephen F. Austin State University
- *Time and the Social Determination of Music: The Views of Schutz and Halbwachs* -- Evandro Camara, Emporia State University

**XX.**

**Applied Convergent Sociology: Opportunities for Sociologists to Work with Science and Engineering Colleagues [PANEL SESSION]**
Presider: Julia McQuillan, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- *Evaluators Facilitating and Assessing Convergence:* -- Patricia Wonch Hill, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- *Psychology, Anthropology, Medicine, and Sociology: Convergence For Health Challenges:* -- Jennifer Andersen, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- *Structure, Culture, and Making Change through Converging with Multiple Disciplines* -- Julia McQuillan, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- *Research Methods Expertise as a Vehicle for Convergence with Other Disciplines* -- Raeda Anderson, Georgia State University
XX.

**Combatting Institutional Racism on Campus: Challenges, Opportunities, and Strategies**

*Panel Session*

Presider: Ted Thornhill, Florida Gulf Coast University

- *Panelist* -- Regina Dixon-Reeves, University of Chicago
- *Panelist* -- Derrick Brooms, University of Cincinnati
- *Panelist* -- Erika Busse-Cardenas, Macalester College
- *Panelist* -- Ron Ferguson, Ridgewater College
- *Panelist* -- Ted Thornhill, Florida Gulf Coast University

XX.

**The Potential of Digital Sociology in Building Transformative Community Collaborations**

*Panel Session*

Discussant: Connie Frey Spurlock, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville

- *Panelist* -- Breanne Burton, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
- *Panelist* -- Linda Aguirre, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
- *Panelist* -- Nikolle Sanguinette, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
- *Panelist* -- Scott Antrobus, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville

XX.

**Lessons Learned from Research Experiences for Undergraduates (REU) Programs**

*Panel Session*

- *Panelist* -- Mary Campbell, Texas A & M University
- *Panelist* -- Alexander Hernandez, Texas A & M University
- *Panelist* -- Kirk Dombrowski, University of Nebraska Lincoln

XX.

**Environmental Injustice: Disasters Lessons Learned**

*Panel Session*

Discussants: Lorette Oden, Western Illinois University, Fetene Gebrewold, Western Illinois University

- *Panelist* -- Hal Marchand, Western Illinois University
- *Panelist* -- Lorette Oden, Western Illinois University
- *Panelist* -- Fetene Gebrewold, Western Illinois University
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XX.

Academics and Activism: Challenges and Opportunities [PANEL SESSION]
- **Panelist** -- John Harms, Missouri State University
- **Panelist** -- Mike Stout, Oklahoma State University
- **Panelist** -- Lissette Aliaga-Linares, University of Nebraska Omaha
- **Panelist** -- Juan Martinez, Northeastern Illinois University

XX.

Teaching Incarcerated Students [PANEL SESSION]
- **Panelist** -- Jennifer Heineman, University of Nebraska Omaha
- **Panelist** -- Nikitah Imani, University of Nebraska Omaha
- **Panelist** -- Dustin Pendley, University of Nebraska Omaha
- **Panelist** -- Joel Hebrink, University of Nebraska Omaha

XX.

Approaching Gender: Strategies for Teaching and Incorporating Gender in Sociology Classes [PANEL SESSION]
Presider: Gina Petonito, Miami University
- *Teaching Sex and Gender at the Community College is a Balancing Act* -- Sydney Hart, Washburn University
- *Setting the Gendered Stage: Introducing Gender and Intersectionality in an Online Class* -- Gina Petonito, Miami University
- "I'll Use Myself as an Example": Queer Vulnerability, Emotionality, and Affect in the Gender Classroom -- Alexis Lewis, The University of Missouri
- Where are the Women?: Introducing Gender into Classes not Specifically Gender-Identified -- Cheryl Childers, Washburn University
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XX.

Doing Evaluation: Strengthening Policy, Practice, and Research [PANEL SESSION]
- Surveys and Storytelling: Gathering Data for Tribes -- Alian Kasabian, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- Creating Fact Sheets to Inform Maternal and Child Health State Policy -- Emma Carstens, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- Impact of Data on Goals for Summer Research Programs -- Maricela Galdamez, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- Evidence Based Practices across the State for Substance Use Prevention -- Alex Swanson, University of Nebraska Lincoln

XX.

Environmental Studies in Nebraska: A Panel Discussion in Honor of J. Allen Williams [PANEL SESSION]
Presider: Julia McQuillan, University of Nebraska Lincoln
Discussants: Soraya Cardenas, Cascadia, Andrew Bedrous, Kansas Weslyan University, Nathan Palmer, Georgia Southern University, Christopher Podeschi, Indiana University Bloomington
- Sociology of Place: How to Develop an Ecological Worldview by Writing about Your Favorite Natural Space -- Andrew Bedrous, Kansas Weslyan University
- A.I. Impacting the Future of Sustainability: How a Mentor Inspired Innovation, Insight and Inspiration -- Soraya Cardenas, Cascadia
- Does Caring about the Environmental Impact of the Food they Eat Vary by Social Location? Research Inspired by My Colleague -- Julia McQuillan, University of Nebraska Lincoln

XX.

Blue Collar/First Generation Scholars: What We Know Now That We Wish We Knew Then [PANEL SESSION]
Presider: Gina Petonito, Miami University
- Navigating Graduate School as a First Generation College Graduate -- Matthew Jerome Schneider, University of Illinois - Urbana Champaign
- Blue Collar Blues: Striking a Chord in the Academy -- Meggan Lee, University of Illinois - Urbana Champaign
- 1.5: White-Collar Aspirations and Blue-Collar Socialization -- Sheri Hink-Wagner, McCook Community College
- What Know Now, That We Wish We Knew Then -- Gina Petonito, Miami University
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XX.

Integrating Community Engagement into the Sociology Curriculum [PANEL SESSION]
- *Panelist* -- John Harms, Missouri State University
- *Panelist* -- Catherine Hoegeman, Missouri State University
- *Panelist* -- David Rohall, Missouri State University

XX.

Applied Sociologist Panel [PANEL SESSION]
Presider: Sela Harcey, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- *Panelist* -- Raeda Anderson, Georgia State University
- *Panelist* -- Alian Kasabian, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- *Panelist* -- Mary Brynes, University of Michigan

XX.

Toward Sustaining Women in Academia: Understanding their Invisible Labor [PANEL SESSION]
Presider: Rachel Whaley, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
- *Panelist* -- Kendra Pospisil, Southern Illinois University Carbondale
- *Panelist* -- Amanda Patrick, Austin Peay State University
- *Panelist* -- Kristi Brownfield, Northern State University
- *Panelist* -- Rachel Whaley, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale
- *Panelist* -- Deborah White, Minnesota State University Moorhead

XX.

"Things are in the Saddle and Ride Mankind": Sociology of the Environment in the 21st Century [PANEL SESSION]
Presider: Harry Dahms, University of Tennessee Knoxville
- *Towards Normative Theory in Environmental Sociology* -- Thomas Dietz, Michigan State University
- *Market Environmentalism and the Neoliberal Self* -- Alex Stoner, Northern Michigan University
- *Agro-Industrial Technologies are in the Saddle, and Ride Humankind: Food-Energy-Water Treadmills in the United States High Plains Aquifer Region* -- Matthew Sanderson, Kansas State University
- *Political Unconsciousness and the Climate Crisis* -- Bob Antonio, University of Kansas
- *Sustainability at the End of the Global Commodity Chain* -- Paul Ciccantel, Western
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Michigan University

XX.

"Bringing the State (Back) In": How State Politics is Shaping American Democracy [PANEL SESSION]
Presider: Kevin McCannon, University of Kansas
- Panelist -- Kevin McCannon, University of Kansas
- Panelist -- Alex Smith, University of Warwick
- Panelist -- Jennifer Curtis, University of Edinburgh
- Panelist -- Stephanie Ternullo, University of Chicago

XX.

Surviving the Gig Economy: Adjuncting in Higher Education [PANEL SESSION]
Presider: Kristi Brownfield, Northern State University
- Panelist -- Shuang Li, South Dakota State University
- Panelist -- Caitlin Clarke, University of Illinois - Urbana Champaign
- Panelist -- Sadie Pendas-Foster, Normandale Community College

XX.

Getting Your Dean's Attention: How AKD Can Help Convince Gatekeepers of Sociology's Value [PANEL SESSION]
Presider: Jeff Chin, Alpha Kappa Delta
  Discussant: Sarah Frank, University of Wisconsin - Madison
- Panelist -- Jeff Chin, Alpha Kappa Delta
- Panelist -- Sarah Frank, University of Wisconsin - Madison
- Panelist -- A. Olu Oyinlade, University of Nebraska Omaha

XX.

Developing and Delivering the Sociology Major Online [PANEL SESSION]
Presider: Tawnya Adkins Covert, Western Illinois University
- Panelist -- Tawnya Adkins Covert, Western Illinois University
- Panelist -- Suzanne Maughan Spencer, University of Nebraska at Kearney
- Panelist -- Kate McGonigal, Fort Hays State University
- Panelist -- Chelsea Platt, Park University
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XX.

The Tiny Children's Garden: Planting Seeds to Grow a Community [PANEL SESSION]
Presider: Connie Frey Spurlock, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
Discussants: Connie Frey Spurlock, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, Breanne Burton, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
- Panelist -- Hayley Winker, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
- Panelist -- Amy Yates, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
- Panelist -- Rachel Green, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
- Panelist -- Danielle Kulina, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
- Panelist -- Suprasanna Aryal, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville

XX.

Developing into Leadership Roles [PANEL SESSION]
Presider: Christina Falci, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- Panelist -- Deborah White, Minnesota State University Moorhead
- Panelist -- Maria De La Torre, Northeastern Illinois University
- Panelist -- Brian Donovan, University of Kansas
- Panelist -- Phyllis Baker, University of Illinois - Urbana Champaign

XX.

Sustaining Sociology: Defending our Discipline in a Climate of Austerity [PANEL SESSION]
Presider: Meghan Burke, Illinois Wesleyan University
- Panelist -- Diane Pike, Augsburg University
- Panelist -- Peter Kivisto, Augustana College
- Panelist -- Tom Gershick, Illinois State University
- Panelist -- Patrick McGinty, Western Illinois University
- Panelist -- Susan Ferguson, Grinnell College

XX.

Childfree by Choice: The Movement Redefining Family and Creating a New Age of Independence [AUTHOR-MEETS-CRITICS]
- Childfree by Choice: The Movement Redefining Family and Creating a New Age of Independence -- Amy Blackstone, University of Maine
- Critic -- Amy August, University of Minnesota
- Critic -- Samantha Ammons, University of Nebraska Omaha
- Critic -- Susan Stewart, Iowa State University
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XX.

Academics-Meet-Activists: Growing Food (Justice) in the City
[ACADEMICS-MEET-ACTIVISTS SESSION]
Presider: Clare Maakestad, University of Nebraska Omaha
- Alexandria O’Hanlon, Cait Caughey (more pending) -- Alexandria O’Hanlon, City Sprouts
- Academic -- James Hale, Colorado State University

XX.

TRAILS Workshop: Why and How to Publish [WORKSHOP]
- Facilitator -- Diane Pike, Augsburg University
- Facilitator -- Jared Wagenknecht, Papillion-LaVista South High School
- Facilitator -- Brandon Bosch, University of Nebraska Lincoln

XX.

Professors and Academic Administrators as Former First-Generation Students
[WORKSHOP]
- Facilitator -- Regina Dixon-Reeves, University of Chicago

XX.

Sustaining First Generation Programming Over Time [WORKSHOP]
- Facilitator -- Diane Jackson, Ferris State University
- Facilitator -- Ashley Sanchez, Northern Illinois University
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XX.

Teaching the Introductory Sociology Course: Decisions and Processes in Selecting Chapters and Concepts to Cover (AKD) [WORKSHOP]
- Facilitator -- A. Olu Oyinlade, University of Nebraska Omaha

XX.

Employment Readiness Workshop for Graduating Students: Preparation Decisions and Strategies for Getting a NON-TEACHING Professional Job with a Sociology Degree (AKD) [WORKSHOP]
- Facilitator -- A. Olu Oyinlade, University of Nebraska Omaha

XX.

Preparing for a Program Review [WORKSHOP]
- Facilitator -- Jeff Chin, Alpha Kappa Delta
- Facilitator -- Diane Pike, Augsburg University

XX.

I Love Sociology but What Can I Do with It? Helping Students Translate Exciting Sociology Majors into Successful Careers [WORKSHOP]
- Facilitator -- Jeff Chin, Alpha Kappa Delta

XX.

Contingent Faculty Forum [WORKSHOP]
- Facilitator -- Jean Shin, American Sociological Association
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XX.

Community College Forum [WORKSHOP]

- Facilitator -- Jean Shin, American Sociological Association

XX.

Fostering Community and Transformative Justice Using Circles in the College Classroom [WORKSHOP]

- Facilitator -- Carlene Sipma-Dysico, Lewis University

XX.

TSQ Editors: Meet Your Editors and Get Their Perspective on Publishing [WORKSHOP]

- Facilitator -- Andrew Fullerton, Oklahoma State University
- Facilitator -- Michael Long, Oklahoma State University
- Facilitator -- Jonathan Coley, Oklahoma State University

XX.

Mentoring Diverse Populations: Successful Models and Effective Strategies for Working with Unique Populations of Students Including Underrepresented Minority Students, Athletes, Older Adults, Veterans, and Students with Disabilities [WORKSHOP]

Presider: Regina Dixon-Reeves, University of Chicago

- Facilitator -- Regina Dixon-Reeves, University of Chicago
- Facilitator -- Juyeon Son, University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
- Facilitator -- Temple Smith, Hope College
- Facilitator -- Ron Ferguson, Ridgewater College
- Facilitator -- Jennifer Andersen, University of Nebraska Lincoln

XX.

How to Deliver a Great Academic Job Talk [WORKSHOP]

- Facilitator -- Derrick Brooms, University of Cincinnati
- Facilitator -- Jennifer Buntin, Lewis University
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---

**XX.**

**Human-Animal Relationships in a Gendered Society [ROUND TABLE]**

Presider: Candace Korasick, University of Missouri Columbia

- **Puppies with Purpose: Puppies, Women, and Prison** -- Izzy Blevins, University of Missouri Columbia
- **Decoding a Social Identity: Implication, Ambiguity, and Complications of "Cat Lady"** -- Jenna Edney, Texas T&M University-Central Texas
- **Leaving Veterinary Medicine** -- Emma Ross, University of Missouri Columbia
- **Spice Girls: EcoFeminism and the Sandworms of Dune** -- Kandice L. Grossman, University of Missouri-Columbia

**XX.**

**Institutions and Culture [INNOVATIVE PRESENTATIONS POWERED BY Pecha Kucha]**

Presider: Brian Donovan, University of Kansas

- **The Inequality Process and Inequality Issues in the 2020 Presidential Election** -- John Angle, The Inequality Process Institute, LLC
- **When Doing the Right Thing Doesn't Apply? How Adjuncts Bring Out the Worst in Some of the Best of Us** -- Theresa Mariani, Various Institutions
- **Gerald Winrod: From "Kansas Cyclone" to "Jayhawk Nazi"** -- Pam Rooks, University of Kansas
- **Institutionalizing Prevention: A Regional and National Exploration of Teen Dating Violence Legislation** -- Jodie Hertzog, Wichita State University
- **The Lee Marvin Scandal: Law and Gender Stereotypes in the Era of No-Fault Divorce** -- Brian Donovan, University of Kansas
- **A Study of Time Magazine Covers and their Representation of Environmental Issues: A Shallow Portrayal** -- Jerrod Yarosh, University of South Carolina

**XX.**

**Sustainability through Adversity: Navigating Title IX Issues Inside and Outside the Classroom [DEMOCRACY CAFÉ]**

- **Facilitator** -- Allison Vetter, Hendrix College
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XX.

Seeking the Soul of America: Exploring the Values, Principles and Morality of America in a Time of National Upheaval [DEMOCRACY CAFÉ]
- Facilitator -- Elaine Millam, Graceful Passages
- Facilitator -- Marlynn May, Texas A&M Health Science Center

XX.

Reward for Missing Pet: Locating Animals in Sociological Curriculum and Research [DEMOCRACY CAFÉ]
- Facilitator -- Candace Korasick, University of Missouri Columbia

XX.

Film Screening: All the Difference [FILM SCREENING]
Presider: Patricia Maddox, University of St. Thomas
- Film Screening: All the Difference

XX.

GIFTS: Good Ideas for Teaching Sociology -- Techniques for Promoting Creative and Critical Thinking [TEACHING TECHNIQUE]
Presider: Laurie Linhart, Des Moines Area Community College
- Critical Thinking about Think Tanks -- Helen Moore, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- Utilizing a Conceptual Map of Culture and Society to Operationalize Complex Concepts -- Divinity OConnor DeLosRios, Metropolitan State University of Denver
- Use of Mini Case Studies as an Effective Teaching Tool -- Susan Jones, Southwest Minnesota State University
- Lynda Barry and Other Graphic Novelists in Teaching Social Problems -- Laurie Linhart, Des Moines Area Community College
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XX.

GIFTS: Good Ideas for Teaching Sociology -- Techniques for Addressing Bias, Privilege, and Inclusion [TEACHING TECHNIQUE]
Presider: Daniel Bartholomay, Texas A&M University Corpus Christi

- *Screencasting for Inclusion, Engagement, and Clarity: An Alternative Teaching Technique* -- Jerrod Yarosh, University of South Carolina
- "Who, Me? Biased?" Teaching How to Recognize and Address Racial Bias -- Daniel Bartholomay, Texas A&M University Corpus Christi
- *Splitting the Room: Innovation Inspired by the Contradictions of the Privilege Walk* -- Derek Wilson, University of Kansas

XX.

GIFTS: Good Ideas for Teaching Sociology -- Techniques for Promoting Discussion and Reflection [TEACHING TECHNIQUE]
Presider: Jeffery Dennis, Minnesota State University Mankato

- *Discussion-Based Learning Online: An Innovative Role-Based Discussion Technique* -- Sela Harcey, University of Nebraska Lincoln
- *How to Make Cold Calling Count* -- Jeffery Dennis, Minnesota State University Mankato
- *Student Self-Assessment as a Pedagogical and Strategic Tool* -- Máel Embser-Herbert, Hamline University
- *Beyond Break a Norm: Slowing Down and Desocialization* -- Gina Petonito, Miami University

XX.

Sustainability on Campus: Sustainable Schools and Sustainable Initiatives on Campus [SYMPOSIUM SESSION]

- *Sparking Sustainability Initiatives in Higher Education: Factors that Facilitate or Deter Support* -- Amber Nelson, Marian University
- *The Heart of the Matter: A Candid Conversation about Campus Sustainability* -- Megan Arnett, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville
- *Sustainable Schools: Environmental Toxins, School Location, and Student Performance* -- Helene Wright, Valparaiso University
- TBD
XX.

Teaching Sustainability Symposium: A Climate Change Module for Introduction to Sociology Classes [SYMPOSIUM WORKSHOP]

- *Facilitator* -- Andrew Szasz, University of California Santa Cruz